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SYNDICATION MAP
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Fashion Central TV has grown international since joining forces with such
clientele including: Xbox, Muzu, Samsung, Sony Playstation, Windows
8, Foxtel and Qello.
Fashion Central TV has spread from its home country, Australia, across
the nation to countries with internationally acclaimed brand ties!

The above map shows participating nations with accumulating viewers,
including: USA, UK, Ireland, Korea and more!
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FOXTEL

DJ Central is truly honoured to have the opportunity to sign with
Foxtel and air our show on their program Aurora, channel 183.
Foxtel is one of Australia’s most progressive and dynamic media
companies, directly employing around 2,500 people, and delivering a diverse subscription television service to both regional and
metropolitan areas over cable, satellite and broadband distribution.
As constant champions of innovation Foxtel have brought customers:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The iQ personal video recorder
Australia’s largest HD channel offering, with 26 dedicated channels
The first Australian 3D broadcast in 2010, and Foxtel 3D channel
FOX FOOTY Channel – for AFL fans
The LONDON 2012 Olympic Games over 8 dedicated HD channels, plus a tablet app
Live and catch up TV on your tablet or other mobile device with
Foxtel Go

In addition, the subscription television sector invests around $600
million every year in new and original Australian content.
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Since creating a new national subscription television service, through
the merging of Foxtel and Austar in 2012, Foxtel directly employs
around 2,500 people and a further 2,000 workers are indirectly
engaged in sales and installation services nationally.
The Foxtel Television Centre at North Ryde in Sydney is the headquarters of Foxtel’s national subscription television operations
and houses Foxtel’s television studios, broadcast operations and
cable and satellite transmission facilities. Foxtel also operates two
Customer Solutions Centres
based at Moonee Ponds in
Melbourne, and Robina on
the Gold Coast.
Together Foxtel and DJ
Central are working hard to
bring our viewers the best
in quality entertainment
programming in all things
club, house, and dance
music.
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FOXTEL - AURORA
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Aurora is a not for profit, independent community channel, screened nationally on Channel
183 on FOXTEL.
Aurora showcases the work of independent and emerging Australian producers, and is
committed to screening interesting, diverse and innovative content to encourage
awareness and understanding of community issues and interests.
Aurora Community Channel is a partner of Australian Made and is proudly supported by
FOXTEL. 2013 is expected to bring an even more rapid growth of ratings for DJ Central.
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ARENA

Arena, the ethical music source, is an entertainment platform
that pays musicians and film-makers the highest rate in the
world when their work is streamed or sold. Arena is free for
fans to stream music, watch music videos, or access the latest
entertainment news.
Fashion Central TV is now available throughout the world on the
ARENA VOD platform in North America. You can now view and
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stream your favorite Fashion Central episodes direct to your PC,
mobile or tablet PC whenever you wish. Arena is an on
demand platform and is constantly expanding its media footprint. Formal press and media releases to follow.
To see any of the episodes all your need to do is to search on
“Fashion Central” in the search section at:

www.arena.com
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MUZU.TV
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We are over the moon to be able to announce this great new partnership. MUZU will be
featuring Fashion Cantral TV throughout its global partner network which includes: XBOX Live,
Samsung Smart TV, Sony TV and the WINDOWS 8 global network.
MUZU is the new Music TV site, where you can WATCH,
CREATE and SHARE video playlists. Already hundreds of
INTERNATIONAL LABELS, thousands of artists and weeks of
footage for you to watch and it’s growing daily!
Unlike other sites, producers and artists EARN MONEY
through their videos via advertising revenue share partnership with MUZU.
For more information on MUZU and the Fashion Central TV
channel you can visit the channel site at:

www.muzu.tv/fashioncentraltv

For all the latest news on DJ Central please visit the DJ
Central site at:

w w w.fashioncentraltv.com
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MUZU - XBOX LIVE
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Over 80,000 online videos at your command!
See all of your favorite episodes and enjoy a world of fashion at your control including the ability to play all of your
favorite fashion videos and watch playlists from the
comfort of your living room.
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MUZU - SAMSUNG SMART TV
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Experience MUZU on your Samsung Smart TV.
Watch all of your favourite episodes and playlists from
the world of fashion, with over 80,000 videos from the
control of your remote!
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MUZU - WINDOWS 8
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Experience MUZU on your Windows 8 device.
Watch all of your favourite music videos and playlists
from the world of fashion, with over 80,000 videos within our dedicated Windows 8 app.
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MUZU - SONY TV
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Got a Sony Internet TV?
Get the App and experience MUZU’s 80,000 catalogue of
videos, news, playlists and interviews on demand.
Watch new releases, playlists, search MUZU’s extensive
catalogue and bookmark favourites.
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MUZU - MOBILITY ACCESS
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HTML5 Player enabled to stream across Fashion Central TV, when viewed through a Smartphone or Tablet.
Advertising support is in the form of Pre Roll
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YOUTUBE
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YouTube is one of the world’s largest video streaming sites. It has made it possible for
Fashion Central TV to bring its fans the best of the best in quality snippets of our music
TV program.
Founded in February 2005, YouTube allows billions of people to discover, watch and share
originally created videos. YouTube provides a forum for people to connect, inform and
inspire others across the globe and acts as a distribution platform for original-content
creators and advertisers, large and small.
With such an easily accessed source available, fans of every calibre can watch Fashion
Central TV from anywhere in the world.
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QELLO

Fashion Central’s partner DJ Central has officially joined with Qello! As one of the world’s largest on-demand music entertainment
service that streams the widest selection of the highest quality concert films and music documentaries to any digital device
worldwide, syndication has never been easier.
For die-hard music fans, just like us, who can’t get enough of
the live music experience, Qello guarantees the experience
never ends. With Qello, music enthusiasts can relive the concerts
they loved, see the shows they always wanted to experience, and
discover artists they might never have seen.
Boasting the world’s largest library of HD concert films and music
documentaries, the artists in Qello’s collection have upwards of
over 380 million Facebook fans that live by their favourite music.
Never before have these artist’s best quality performances been
available to watch anywhere, anytime, in one sleek application until Qello.
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Qello’s deep library includes many rare, and digitally re-mastered
classic concerts, from Ike and Tina, the Beatles, to Jimmy Hendrix,
Elvis and Bob Marley - restored and resurrected for music lovers
to experience forever.
Now you can relive the DJ
Central greatness anywhere
and everywhere; whether it’s
on the bus or in a dark corner
at work. You cannot escape
the powerful seduction of DJ
Central and Qello just helped
us become that much more
accessible!

Think of Qello as the Indiana Jones of archival concerts:
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MUSIC
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Fashion Central TV will work with you to create custom branded music and promotional collaterals to grow new customers and expose your brand
to new eyes and ears. Working with DJ Central Records we create a music experience that can form part of your marketing and promotional strategy for your brand.
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CONTACT
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AUSTRALIA
Unit 20 No.112 McEvoy St
Alexandria, NSW, 2015
Australia
P: +61 2 9086 9008
F: +61 2 9310 0166
E: sales@fashioncentraltv.com
W: www.fashioncentraltv.com

HONG KONG
Unit 1010, 10/F Miramar Tower
132 Nathan Rd, Tsim Sha Tsui
Kowloon, Hong Kong
P: +61 2 9086 9008
F: +61 2 9310 0166
E: sales@fashioncentraltv.com
W: www.fashioncentraltv.com

USA
616 Corporate Way, Suite 2
Valley Cottage, NY 19089
USA
P: +61 2 9086 9008
F: +61 2 9310 0166
E: sales@fashioncentraltv.com
W: www.fashioncentraltv.com

NETHERLANDS
Unit 20 No.112
McEvoy St Alexandria
NSW 2015 Australia
P: +61 2 9086 9008
F: +61 2 9310 0166
E: sales@fashioncentraltv.com
W: www.fashioncentraltv.com
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